Interval timing performance in temporal lobe epilepsy: differences between patients with left and right hemisphere foci.
This experiment examined interval timing performance on a temporal reproduction procedure and a temporal discrimination (interval bisection) procedure in 19 patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (ten with a left-hemisphere focus [LTE group] and nine with a right- hemisphere focus [RTE group]), and 14 normal control subjects. In the temporal reproduction task, subjects were required to reproduce the durations of visual stimuli (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 s). In the temporal discrimination task, subjects were required to classify the visual stimuli as either 'short' or 'long'. Following exposure to the two standard durations (1 and 2 s), 'probe' trials were introduced in which the stimulus was presented for durations intermediate between the two standard durations. Psychophysical functions were derived from both timing tasks for each individual subject, as well as for the group mean data. The results showed that, compared to the normal subjects, the RTE group's timing ability was significantly compromized, as reflected by larger Weber fractions in both timing tasks. The LTE group's Weber fractions did not differ significantly from those of the control group; however they showed a leftward shift (i.e. a shorter bisection point) of the psychophysical function under the temporal discrimination task. The results suggest that the right and left hemispheres may play different roles in regulating interval timing performance.